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Giving players a chance to double their cash while experiencing the 
thrill of a classic casino slot is Double Cash Spinner, a three-reel, nine 
win-line stepper game. 

Delivering seamless gameplay, Double Cash Spinner is a medium 
volatility, easy-to-play slot that emanates vibrancy and the visual 
allure of a casino. 

Three bonus symbols on a win-line will trigger the game’s exciting 
Cash Spinner Bonus feature where one spin of the Cash Spinner 
wheel is awarded to the player. The aim is land on a top multiplier 
prize for potentially big wins. If the player lands on one of the golden 
stars, the player advances to the game’s ubiquitous Double Cash 
Spinner wheel, where all prizes are doubled. 

A player can choose to play on the maximum, nine win-lines during 
the base game, for a chance to jump straight into the Double Cash 
Spinner bonus and trigger the x2 wheel, increasing their chances of a 
big win.

Available online and on mobile.

HOW TO PLAY

 � Match three symbols on an active win line to achieve a win. 
 � All wins are multiplied by the stake per line. TECHNICAL

INFORMATION

REELS
3x3

WIN LINES
1, 3, 5, 7, 9

MIN BET
1p/1c (€ and $)

RTP
94.01%-90.04%

MAX WIN
£/$/€ 250,000

MAX BET
£/$/€ 22.50 WIN LINES

 � Up to nine win-lines can be selected per game.
 � Wins can occur across any of the win lines.
 � All win-lines pay left to right only.
 � For a win-line to be awarded, symbols or their substitutes, must appear on 

adjacent reels, beginning with the leftmost reel. 
 � Wins on different played lines are added.

BONUS TRIGGER

 � Three bonus symbols on an active line trigger the Cash Spinner bonus round.
 � When playing all nine-win lines, the bonus can be triggered on two lines in the 

same spin. 
 � When this happens, the player goes straight to the Double Cash Spinner bonus 

round. 



CASH SPINNER BONUS ROUND

 � One spin of the Cash Spinner wheel is awarded.
 � Press the SPIN button to start the wheel and land on a multiplier 

prize.
 � If the wheel stops with the pointer on the golden star, the player 

advances to the Double Cash Spinner wheel. 
 � All prizes on the wheel are multiplied by the bet per line. 

DOUBLE CASH SPINNER BONUS

 � One spin of the Double Cash Spinner wheel is awarded.
 � Press the SPIN button to start the wheel and land on a multiplier 

prize.
 � All prizes are doubled.

GAME SCREENSHOTS


